
Date 10 January

Hare Simple

Venue  Ranmore Common -
Stonyrock cp

On On The Pilgrim, Dorking
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hashers, but why were there late
arrivals from three senior,
experienced, hashers?  Was the
bike track frozen, for example?
And one, who shall also remain
unnamed, but was obviously still
recovering from a strenuous
Christmas and New Year in Goa,
did not even make it for a glass or
three of red wine!!

Back to those who did make it.
One f....g idiot (according to Hans
der Schwanz) nearly did not get
there. His Bavarian Motor Car
was obviously not designed for
snow bound Surrey Hills, at least
not his automatic with rear wheel
drive. He  managed not only to get
himself stuck, he also managed to
b....r things up for Mr. and Mrs.
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Mother Brown, Hans der Schwanz
und Frau Bonn Bugle.  Who should
come to the rescue but our very own
sensible, practical, and competent
Atalanta?  She had borrowed the
"office car" i.e., a tank without a gun,
with 4-wheel drive, tow ropes, etc.
She "man"-fully ferried the
snowbound hashers to the run,
where they managed to catch up
with those who had left, horror of
horrors, 6-1/2 minutes late!!!!!
Unprecedented!!

Getting into and out of the car park
was also a struggle, but Dormouse, in
true democratic style, tried to screw
up as many people as possible by
to-ing and fro-ing in the CP to ensure
that he had pole position to allow
him to make a quick getaway.  Stilton
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This run was characterised  by
the Off Piste or pissed off
activity of a number of  hashers,
who found their way to, into, and
IN the car park rather complex.
The run itself was great, and
especially so, under the wintry
conditions.

Directions were quite clear.
What was missing was an up-to-
date weather forecast,  which the
Hare, who was busy laying the
Trail, was unable to provide.  In
fact, there were some, and you
know who you are !!!!! who did
not make it at all, or only to the
Pilgim's Rest, or not even that far.

No names, as this is not the
forum for excoriating fellow

got in OK, but would still be in the
park had Clutching Hand not been
press-ganged to sit in his boot to
provide some ballast (No comments
please, editor).  Scud managed to
skate, slide, slalom into the park,
but only when Halford's best chains
had been attached. Those into a bit
of S&M and bondage can make
offers of £1000 ono to Scud for said
chains.

Now, as to the run .............
Simple laid a great trail. The late-

comers (see above) were able to
follow the trail and catch up
midway. Great orange, luminous,
blobs were clearly visible on top of
the snow.  Simple had managed to
find some of the paths which had
been clearly visible when recce'd,

but were less obvious under 25
cm of the white stuff!! Checks
were testing,  but not too much
so. Absence of footprints
eliminated some of the options,
but the checks still managed to
keep the pack more or less
together. A lesson in trail-laying!

The run took us over partly
familiar ground, and Stilton and
Atalanta (angel of the road)
managed to show the rest of the
pack how it should be done. The
RA shouted at one point "let the
vegetables through ......." or words
to that effect.  We thought he was
talking about a few slower
hashers, but in fact, he was
referring to an Ocado van!
Popeye, oh so reluctantly, and

only after everyone knew about his
huge "sacrifice”, said, “I suppose
someone has to check down the hill".
He was wrong of  course, but how is
he to know?   His unique approach
to trail-following means it is really a
hit and miss, and if he wants to check
down hill when it is quite obviously
in the opposite direction, who is to
deny him his little pleasures??

We were back at the carpark in four
minutes less than the 60 which
Simple had advised it was going to
take.  Then the fun began.  The beer
from Simple's Land/Range Rover
was a tad above freezing. Just what a
thirsty hasher needs when he has
been out in the snow for about an
hour.
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
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Take A25 from Guildford, turn right A248 opposite Silent Pool
into Sherbourne Rd, take first left into New Rd, take second
right after 0.5 mile into Sandy Lane opposite Park Rd, park next
to football field.

1815
/

24-Jan Doug the Tub Portsmouth

1816 31-Jan Clutching Hand Ewhurst

1817 07-Feb Tosser

1818 14-Feb Spingo Reigate Heath
Red Dress Run

1819 21-Feb Belcher Chipstead Bottom

1820 28-Feb Captain Webb

1821 07-Mar Velcro

Run 1814

Date 17 January

Hare J Arthur

Venue Albury Heath

On-On The Drummond Arms or
William IV

OS/SSA TQ059469 / old 102/4C,
new 132/2D

Postcode nearest GU5 9DB

4th Annual Interhash Quiz — 20 February 2010
Kingswood Village Club, Brighton Road, Lower Kingswood
KT206SZ 8.00pm prompt.  Entry Fee £5 (or £10 with Fish &
Chips delivered at 8.30pm)  Crash Space Available.

Sip Stop and Desperate Dan 01737 833408 / 01737 832880

Mobile 07930 895144  Email h_n5bee@mypostoffice.co.uk

Down downs were given to:
—Clutching Hand for single-handedly trying to prevent five

fellow hashers from getting to the site.
—Dormouse, who was hauled out to explain how one ate a

Dormouse?  The answer was left up in the air ..........
—Mrs. Robinson and her 19-year-old toy-boy Doug, for not

providing more hashers with loans of £50,000 ...............(now we
know how he can afford a 4 wheel drive Audi)

—Popeye for NOT finding a golf course to run over.  Polesden
Lacy was just a step too far.  Olive Oyl knew he had not found one
as she could not see any balls.

Verdict: despite inclement or difficult weather conditions, the
Hash once again proved that it has a fully paid-up membership of
intrepid, (fill in any other adjectives you like) people who like to
have FUN on a Sunday.

On and On and unstuck on hills ON,
      Clutching Hand
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1815 Waterloo(ville) Party Weekend January 23
£75 for single room, £65 per person twin or double room.
Cheques payable to Surrey H3 NOW please.  Post to: Peter FRB
Hughes, 40 Old Charlton Road, Shepperton TW17 8BH

19 March— Officials Dinner  TA Centre EWELL

21 March —  AGM run.  Peaslake Hall for AGM and lunch.  “Same
old faces”?  — get yourself out there, give some time to your
hash.   Calling for candidates for election to be part of next year’s
mis-managment.   Please submit your name to FRB.  Available job
opportunities are listed on the left-hand side of page one of
every Runday Shag.


